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Outline

Altmetrics (social media metrics) main challenges: 

- Definition and concept: what do they mean?

- Type of indicators: what do they indicate?

- Data quality issues: what are their data quality?
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Altmetrics: main ideas and concept(s)

Altmetrics Manifesto (2010) (http://altmetrics.org/manifesto/)

• Several terms: alternative metrics, altmetrics, article level metrics, influmetrics, social 
media metrics (Haustein et al., 2015; Wouters, Zahedi, & Costas, 2018)

• Several definitions (general and specific and no consensus):

– ‘the creation and study of new metrics based on the Social Web for tracking, 
analyzing, and informing scholarship or as a form of information filtering tool’ 
(Priem et al., 2010).

– online events derived from activity and engagement between diverse stakeholders 
and scholarly outputs in the research ecosystem (NISO, 2016).

– events on social and mainstream media platforms related to scholarly content or 
scholars […] and are not the same as […] citations (Haustein, Bowman, Costas, 
2016).

• Heterogeneous acts: refers to diverse activities in different platforms: blogs, Twitter, 
Facebook, Wikipedia, reference management tools, etc.



Some attempts to classify or characterize social 
media metrics

• Frameworks of acts around research objects 
(Haustein, Bowman, and Costas, 2016).

Haustein, S., Bowman, T. D., & Costas, R. (2016). Interpreting Altmetrics: Viewing Acts on 
Social Media through the Lens of Citation and Social Theories. In C. R. Sugimoto (Ed.), 
Theories of Informetrics and Scholarly Communication (pp. 372–406). Berlin, Boston: De 
Gruyter. http://doi.org/10.1515/9783110308464-022

• Characterizing metrics by their social media or 
scholarly focus (Wouters, Zahedi, & Costas, 2018).

Wouters, P., Zahedi, Z., & Costas, R. (2018). Social media metrics for new research 
evaluation. In W. Glänzel, H. F. Moed, U. Schmoch, & M. Thelwall (Eds.), Handbook of 
Quantitative Science and Technology Research. Springer.
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Framework of ‘acts’ around Research Objects
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Haustein, Bowman, and Costas, 2016
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(Wouters, Zahedi, & Costas, 2018).

Characterizing metrics by their social media or 
scholarly focus



Other challenges of social media metrics: 

- Type of indicators: what do they indicate?

– Divers and heterogeneous: What type of impact 
they refer? As an indicator of (early) scientific 
impact, societal impact,  social recognition,  
online attention, etc.

– Fast: Is faster always better? Superficiality? what 
type of engagement they refer? 

- Data quality issues: what are their data quality?

– Openness: collection of metrics through open 
API. How transparent and consistence are they?

– How are data quality of altmetric data? 
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Considerations of altmetrics for 
research evaluation

Altmetrics offer the possibility of studying new forms of 
interactions between social media users, scholarly objects, and 
different academic actors (Costas, 2017).

• Indicators need “to adhere to a far stricter protocol of data 
quality and indicator reliability and validity” (Wouters & 
Costas, 2012). 

Reliability is the extent to which an indicator yields the 
same result in repeated measurements.

Validity relates to an indicator's success at measuring 
what is expected to be measured. 

• To what extent social media indicators are valid and reliable 
as measures of research performance?

• How is the data quality of altmetric data provided by 
different aggregators?
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Indicators should meet three essential criteria to 
be valid: adequacy, sensitivity, and homogeneity

(Gingras, 2014).

• Adequacy indicates how the indicator captures the reality behind 
the concept intended to be measured.

- it is not clear to what extent social media indicators are related 
to the concept of scientific impact and valid as measures of 
research performance.

• Sensitivity relates to the resistance to change of indicators.

- It is challenged by their speed, superficiality, and reliability.

- For example, indicators based on social media platforms like 
Twitter can drastically change in a matter of hours while 
bibliometric indicators don’t suffer from sudden changes.

• Homogeneity is important with respect to composite indicators. 

- Altmetric Attention Score or the RG score which lump together 
fundamentally different metrics (e.g. Twitter, blogs, views, etc.) . 
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Recommendations for altmetric data aggregators: 
Transparency, replicability, and accuracy

(NISO, 2016).

•Transparency refers to the degree to which information and details about
the provided data are clear, well-documented, and open to all users (human
and machine) for verification.

•Replicability refers to the degree to which a set of data is consistent across
providers and aggregators and over time.

•Accuracy refers to the degree to which the collected data reflects the
material it claims to describe.
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NISO code of conduct for altmetrics
Altmetric data providers are encouraged, and altmetric data aggregators are expected to 
offer:

Transparent data by offering information about:

• how data are generated, collected, and curated

• how data are aggregated, and derived data generated 

Replicable data by ensuring that:

• the provided data is generated using the same methods over time;

• changes in methods and their effects are documented; 

• changes in the data following corrections of errors are documented;

• data provided to different users at the same time is identical or, if not, differences in 
access provided to different user groups are documented. 

Accurate data by ensuring that:

• the data represents what it supposed to reflect. 

• known errors are identified and corrected any limitations of the provided data are 
communicated. 
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Inconsistency among altmetric data aggregators

Studies have showed that how the social media metrics collected
for a same set of DOIs at the same time may vary across
different major altmetric data aggregators (Meschede &
Siebenlist, 2018; Zahedi & Costas, 2018; Ortega, 2017; Bar-Ilan
and Halevi, 2017, Chamberlain, 2013; Zahedi, Fenner, and
Costas, 2014; 2015; Jobmann, et al., 2014).

• For instance there are differences in the coverage, total 
counts, and correlation of metrics across different 
aggregators.
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Reasons for the difference across
altmetric data aggregators

• Data collection choices (use of different APIs, different 
identifiers, URLs, landing pages, or scholarly objects);

• Data aggregation and reporting choices (based on different 
identifiers, versions, languages, edits, etc.);

• Updating choices (possible time lags in the data collection or 
updating frequency);

• Other technical choices (accessibility issues such as cookies 
problems or access denies for resolving DOIs to URLs differ 
across different publisher platforms).

(Zahedi & Costas, 2018; Zahedi, Fenner, and Costas,  2014; 2015)
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Social media metrics can largely be influenced by 

• Aggregations of different identifiers (DOI, PMID, 
ArXiv ID, URL) and versions (e.g. the ArXiv versions, 
the published version) of the same publication.

• Aggregations of different events from the same 
social media platform (Facebook likes, shares, 
comments or tweets and retweets).

• Aggregation based on languages, document types,  
scholarly objects, and edits.
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Inconsistency in the readership counts across 
different aggregators

Even using the same API the specific way each aggregator 
queries the API using specific or multiple identifiers can 
have an effect on the final reported counts.

• For instance, Altmetric.com only queries Mendeley 
readership when other altmetric event has been 
reported for the publication.

• Altmetric.com queries Mendeley first using the DOI of 
the publication, and if no record is found then the PMID, 
and subsequently the ArXiv id is used. It stops the API 
when one of the identifiers has provided a match. 

• Lagotto queries Mendeley API using only DOIs. 

• Plum Analytics does not query Mendeley API since it 
gets the data from Mendeley as it is part of Elsevier. 
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• Plum Analytics merges readership counts from different 
identifiers (e.g. DOI and PMIDs) for the same publication.

• when the same object appears with different records in 
Mendeley, for example one with a DOI and another one with a 
PMID, Plum Analytics aggregates all the readership counts 
across all the different versions.

• The problem is that the merging of counts from different 
identifiers can also imply some degree of error. For example, 
wrong linkages between identifiers happen and may create 
over or under-merging of records. 
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An example of a record in Mendeley 
with correct DOI:
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https://www.mendeley.com/research-papers/marine-communities-oil-platforms-gabon-

west-africa-high-biodiversity-oases-low-biodiversity-environm/



Plum Analytics aggregates readership (211 reader counts instead of 89 
reader counts from Mendeley) for the paper with both correct and 
incorrect DOIs and PMIDs in Mendeley
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https://plu.mx/plum/a/?doi=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0103709&display-tab=summary-
content#READER_COUNT



An example of a record in Mendeley with 
incorrect  PMDI:

18https://www.mendeley.com/research-papers/m%C3%A9todos-para-medir-la-
biodiversidad-23/



• The higher readership values reported by Lagotto 
in comparison to the other aggregators can be 
explained by Lagotto’s choice of reporting 
combined readership values of individual user and 
group counts.
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Inconsistency in the Facebook counts across 
different aggregators

Altmetric.com, Lagotto, and Plum Analytics use the 
same Facebook Graph API.

• the choice of aggregators in collecting public or 
private scores also results in variations in the 
metrics offered by them. 

• For instance, Lagotto and Plum Analytics collect 
both Facebook public and private posts while 
Altmetric.com collects only public wall posts. 

• Additionally Plum Analytics and Lagotto also count 
other Facebook events such as likes, shares, and 
comments. 
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In consistency in the tweet counts across different 
aggregators

Lagotto reports the combined tweets and retweets.

Plum Analytics also reports combined scores of tweets and 
retweets for the different versions of the same object. 

CrossRef ED also reports all data of tweets and retweets.

Altmetric.com reports the number of distinct tweeters.
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Discrepancies in the value of Wikipedia mentions

• Different approaches in aggregating DOIs mentioned across 
Wikipedia pages in different languages as well as non-
encyclopedia pages (such as user, talk, and Meta-wiki pages, 
media and files) and consideration of the edits of each Wikipedia 
page as separate events influences the counts.

• Wikipedia mentions count reported by Lagotto is a combined 
score of the number of references to papers, material files, 
images, etc. from the 25 most popular Wikipedia sites (non-
encyclopedic pages). 

• Altmetric.com reports Wikipedia mentions of scholarly outputs 
collected from the reference sections of English, and from 2017 
onwards Finnish, and Swedish languages Wikipedia entries. 
Altmetric.com doesn’t track non-encyclopedic pages. 

• Plum Analytics tracks scholarly objects (thesis, book chapters, 
books, and technical reports) other than articles as well as the 
Spanish and Portuguese language Wikipedia entries.

• Wikipedia mentions reported by CrossRef ED includes ‘edits of 
articles in Wikipedia’ and combines mentions from all old and 
new versions, thus every edit of the paper is considered 
separately.
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In summary:

Social media metrics data collection relies on a large range 
of:

• different methodological and technical choices (e.g. 
APIs, identifiers tracked, forms of querying original 
sources, types of events recorded, selections of 
publishers) 

• reporting choices (e.g. aggregation of different types of 
counts into one single metric, grouping of different 
metrics into broader categories, combination of 
different counts for different identifiers or urls). 

• Hence, it is important to understand how these choices 
may affect the data collected and reported by different 
aggregators.
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Limitations of application of social media metrics 
in research evolution

– Heterogeneity, data quality, dependencies of social media metrics are major 
challenges of altmetric data (Haustein, 2016).

• the dependence on unique identifiers of scientific publications (e.g. 
DOI, PMID, etc.). Publications without any of these identifiers are 
excluded from the tracking algorithms of altmetric data aggregators.

• the dependence on a direct link to the scientific publications. Mentions 
of publications using just their titles or other textual characteristics of 
the publication, as well as links to versions of the publication not 
covered by the altmetric data aggregators will be ignored.

• the direct dependency on altmetric data aggregators, which 
themselves are also dependent on other major social media data 
providers (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, etc.) (Haustein, 2016).

– application of social media metrics is potentially limited by the decisions, 
strategies and changes of any of altmetric data aggregators as variations in 
their policies may imply the disappearance of a data source. 
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Recommendations for altmetric data aggregators

• Increase the transparency around the 
methodological choices in data collection; 

• Increase the transparency around the computation 
of different social media acts;

• Increase the awareness of unintended effects of 
methodological choices;

• Increase the replicability and interactivity of the 
data reported.
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Recommendations for researchers, librarians, and 
policy managers

Be aware of the underlying data:

§ How it is collected;

§ How it is calculated;

§ How it is updated;

§ How it is reported. 

For more information see:
Zahedi, Z., & Costas, R. (2018). General discussion of data quality challenges in social media 

metrics: extensive comparison of four major altmetric data aggregators. PLoS ONE.
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Special thanks to the ‘Metrics Project’ group for the 
invitation!
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Thanks a lot for your attention!
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